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Cognitive and Non-cognitive Gender Gap among Children: Evidence from Ethiopia 
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Abstract 

The study aims to understand what characterizes the cognitive and non-cognitive development of 

children in Ethiopia and will find out if there are any gaps between boys’ and girls’ skill 

developments.  Using a comprehensive quantitative data from a novel longitudinal survey from 

Young Lives Project, this study intends to contribute to the literature and provide policy 

implication by tracking gender inequalities at the earlies years of children in Ethiopia. The 

bioecological model of Urie Bronfenbrenner which deals with the concept of process, person, 

context and time will be used to frame the study. The study will employ a rich list of variables that 

may try to explain gender inequalities. I will compare the means between boys and girls at various 

ages and will also run a multivariate regression approach after controlling for a series of other 

possible covariates for the indicators used. This approach allows to identify possible causal links 

between gender gap and its determinants.  
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Content of the PhD Thesis and Contribution of the Proposed Paper  

Rokia Aidahis Aberra, PhD. Candidate at the Department of Public and Social Policy, 

Institute of Sociological Studies of Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University, Prague; 

raidahis@gmail.com ; rokia.aberra@fsv.cuni.cz 

 

My dissertation is entitled ‘The Roots of Gender Gap among Children: Evidence from Developing 

Countries’. Using longitudinal data from four developing countries (Ethiopia, India (Andhra 

Pradesh), Peru and Vietnam), the research intends to contribute to the literature and provide policy 

implication by tracking gender inequalities at the earliest years of children. The general objective 

of the study is to investigate the existence of gender based inequalities among a host of 

dimensions, and see if these have impacts on children's subsequent cognitive and non-cognitive 

developments. The bioecological model of Urie Bronfenbrenner will be used to frame the study. 

In each study country, the surveys involve tracking 3,000 children in two cohorts. The younger 

cohort consists of 2,000 children (born in 2001-2002) and the older consists of 1,000 children 

(born 1994-95). This longitudinal study consists of a survey of all 12,000 children and their 

primary caregivers every three years in three main elements: a child questionnaire, a household 

questionnaire, and a community questionnaire. So far four rounds of data collection have been 

made when the children were 8, 12, 15, and 19 years of ages. The research will mainly attempt to 

answer what gender gap exists in cognitive and non-cognitive skills among boys and girls and 

how the gap evolves over the course of children’s development (from childhood to adolescence); 

and will also look at the factors that causes these gaps. 

 

Therefore, the paper that will be presented on EUSOC will have immense contribution to my 

dissertation in multiple ways.  

1. The paper is a mini/small version of the whole dissertation in that it will take the case of one 

of the countries (Ethiopia – which has very diversified cultural background) and attempts to 

answer the research questions by using the bioecological model as a framework.  

2. Experts comment, especially on the methodology and theoretical framework of the research, 

will give a base and a clear insight for my dissertation.  

3. Looking at the works of fellow PhD students from diverse and related areas of studies will be 

a benefit for my research as a whole.  

4. All in all, the interdisciplinary nature of the conference will provide me broader view to enrich 

the paper as well as my dissertation.  
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PAPER PROPOSAL 
 

Studying Interstate Relations in Regional Conflicts though Reciprocity 

Jan Blinka, Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of International Relations and European Studies, Masaryk University, Czech Republic 

 

Abstract 

The regional conflicts are characterized by often changing pattern of cooperation and confrontation. As 

the Stimulus-Response Theory, which states that the actors tend to behave reciprocally towards each 

other, can explain high number of cases and situations, it falls short in explaining the changes in the 

confrontation/cooperation pattern. If the states behaved towards each other purely reciprocally, there 

would not be any such changes and confrontation or cooperation once set up would only grow and 

deepen. This paper tries to problematize the use of Stimulus-Response Theory for the research of 

interstate behavior and tries to offer a solution to mentioned theoretical and methodological problems. 

Most importantly, it stresses that in certain situations it is necessary to “open” the black box and search 

for other than reciprocity-based causes of interstate behavior.  

 

Problem 

When focusing academically on interstate relations in regional conflicts, we come across always 

changing nature of the relations between the main involved actors. Let´s consider the example of 

Korean Peninsula – it seems like seesaw: threats are followed by offerings to the negotiation and 

declaration of good will, which are subsequently interrupted by another missile and nuclear devices 

testing. It gives an impression that the cooperation is replaced by confrontation without any clear 

pattern or reasoning behind. So how should the researchers approach the interstate relations in regional 

conflict settings? This paper takes the Korean Peninsula regional complex as an example on which the 

author wants to test one of the possible solution – reciprocity as a guiding pattern.  

 

Theoretical background  

The reciprocity is well explained in so-called Stimulus-Response Theory, which states that actors behave 

towards each other in reciprocal manner – that means that good is returned with good and bad is 

responded by bad. In other words, the cooperative offers lead to increase of cooperation and 

confrontational behavior increases the overall level of confrontation among given actors. When studying 

interstate relations, we should distinguish between two versions of reciprocity – overall reciprocity as 

seen in the whole pattern of actors´ behavior towards each other and reciprocity of one actor to the 

concreate, particular stimuli sent by its opponent. Those two types of the reciprocity do not necessarily 

complement each other.  
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In the contrast to the reciprocity, there is the bullying strategy, according to which the states “abuse” 

positive offers coming from their counterparts and respond to them confrontationally and, on the other 

hand, they try to “bully” their opponents to certain cooperative action with tough and confrontational 

approach.   

However, limitation of Stimulus-Response Theory´s explanation is in its behavioral and mono-causal 

approach – it explains actors´s behavior only by precedent impulse sent by his opponent and it neglects 

any other external or internal influences on certain behavior. By doing that, it falls short of explaining 

changes in cooperation/confrontation pattern or in deviances from reciprocity.  

 

Research question 

How can we improve Stimulus-Response Theory to suit better current state of international relations 

research and to explain better multi-causal roots of interstate behavior?  

 

Methodology  

In its original form, the Stimulus-Response Theory is methodologically connected with so-called Event 

Data Analysis, which studies bilateral, as well as trilateral, relations between the states from the 

empirical point of view. It means that the states are considered as a unitary actors and black boxes to 

which we cannot look. Event Data Analysis takes only observable data as relevant for its interstate 

behavior analysis. Thus, researcher chooses a period, relevant actors, and the type of actions, which he 

will study; then he collects relevant data, which he will code and assign a numerical value according to 

the selected scheme (for example WEIS, KEDS, or COPDAB). Thanks to the numerical value, he can 

create a graph representing overall level of confrontational and cooperative actions directed by one 

actor towards another one.  

However, when we want to understand multi-causal roots of certain behavior, which cannot be 

sufficiently explained by Stimulus-Response Theory, we have to open the black box. We need to search 

for other influences going beyond reciprocity.  

 

Findings  

This paper presents the research using above-mentioned methodology and theory applied on the 

bilateral as well as trilateral relations between North Korea, South Korea, and the United States in post-

Cold-War period. It focuses predominantly on methodological and theoretical aspects of the research, 

and it tries to address all related problems from the “user” point of view. It stresses out that in certain 

situations pure reciprocity is not followed by one or another actor leading to the changes in 

cooperation/confrontation pattern, to which Stimulus-Response Theory does not offer suitable 

explanation. Thus, the researchers have to open the black box and search for other causes. This paper 

tries to offer the solution to above-mentioned problems and present a guideline for fellow-researchers 

who desire to use the same theory and methodology.  
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PhD thesis content 

In my thesis, I study the post-Cold War regional conflicts using above-mentioned theory and 

methodology. I try to find out if the protracted regional conflicts are characterized by overall reciprocity, 

and if the reciprocity can be found in the behavior of involved actors. When conducting pre-test study of 

reciprocity on the Korean Peninsula, specifically between North Korea, South Korea, and the United 

States, I have found out that Stimulus-Response Theory falls short of explaining changes of 

confrontation/cooperation pattern – if the reciprocity was strictly followed, there would be no such 

changes, the states would only reciprocate the nature of incoming stimuli, so the cooperation or 

confrontation would simply grow. So another question arise – how we can study changes in 

confrontation/cooperation pattern, how can we open the black box?  

The proposed paper deals with the topic highly relevant to my PhD. thesis, as it uses the same 

methodology and theory, which it corrects and specifies. The paper tries to problematize the use of 

Stimulus-Response Theory for the research of interstate behavior, it points out is shortages and it tries 

to offer a solution to given problems. Finally, it aims at providing a guideline to other researchers who 

could use the same theory and methodology for their work.  
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Title: Memorialization of Cultural Traumas Between Private and Public Engagements: 

Entangled Remembering in a Central European Town 

 

Adam Gajdoš, Faculty of Social Sciences, Masaryk University Brno 

 

Abstract: A quarter century after the demise of state socialism, commemoration of cultural 

trauma continues to occupy a central place in politics of memory from the local to the 

international level. Looking at urban public space as a crossroads between these levels, this 

paper focuses on recent memorials commemorating cultural traumas (the Holocaust; the 

post-1945 displacement of Hungarians from Czechoslovakia; the repression of the socialist 

regime) in Košice, Slovakia, and analyzes the ways such mnemonic initiatives can be used to 

redraw local boundaries of solidarity. Based on interviews, ethnographic observations and 

analysis of published texts related to three recent memorial initiatives (2011-2016), this 

study discusses the differentiated ambitions regarding public recognition and illuminates 

intersectionality and local conditioning between mnemonic agendas that are often seen as 

isolated.  

 

Keywords: cultural trauma, urban public space, politics of memory, memorials, pragmatic 

sociology, Central Europe 

 

Extended abstract: 

 

In the wake of post-socialist transformation, historical narratives and mnemonic 

cultures have been reevaluated and reordered to reflect claims for recognition in an 

emergent „politics of regret“ (Olick 2013). While socialism itself was cast as a traumatic 

collective experience, several other events especially of ethnicized violence could finally be 

narrated in terms of cultural trauma (Alexander 2003). Though claims to recognition of 

heretofore unrecognized oppression, displacement and mass murder often draw on similar 

narrative models, they typically involve conflict over the roles of victims, perpetrators or 

bystanders as well as over the trauma’s implications for present politics and common 

futures. For the study of such conflicts, commemorations in local urban milieus presents an 



especially interesting terrain, in that it both reacts to general political trends while at the 

same time reflecting individual engagements and local solidarities of those involved. How 

can public presentation of cultural trauma be used to redraw local boundaries of solidarity 

and how are these boundaries made to appear justified? 

This paper builds on empirical research performed in Košice, an East Slovak city with 

rich multi-ethnic past and complicated political history, which is taken as an instance of 

a pluralistic urban community caught between imaginations of multiclultural past and 

cooperative future. Departing from the assumption that urban public space facilitates 

between individual engagements and meaningful common forms of commemoration, this 

article examines three recent (2011-2016) memorial initiatives that address the need to 

acknowledge and commemorate cultural trauma in the local. Each of the three projected 

memorials centers on a different traumatic event (the Holocaust, the repression of 

Hungarians after the Second World War and the repressive socialist regime) and speaks to 

a different set of audiences, yet a closer look at the persons involved and the languages used 

to explain the memorials’ meaning reveals mutual entangledness of the seemingly 

disconnected agendas.  

Taking inspiration in French pragmatic sociology, the study examines the 

justifications involved in presenting these memorials as substantiated and, indeed, good for 

the polity at large (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006). The purposive selection of memorials for 

analysis reflects a theoretical interest in the explicit reference to cultural trauma, different 

degree of inclusivity and of ambition regarding public recognition, as well as in the potential 

or actual conflict that such ambitions may produce. Based on interviews, on-site and on-line 

ethnographic observation and on analysis of published texts, the paper seeks to cast light on 

the ways different evaluations of these initatives rely on different logics of legitimacy and 

common political interest („grammars of commonality“, (Thévenot 2014)). Interpreting the 

three very different cases in the context of the local cultures of commemoration (Erll 2005) 

pertaining to the respective trauma narratives, the main goal of the paper is to explore the 

interface between the private and the public in commemoration practices and discuss the 

entangledness (Feindt et al. 2014) of analytically discrete strata of cultural trauma. 

 

In my dissertation research, I study post-socialist changes in cultures of remembrance in 

the East Slovak city Košice, specifically focusing on the echoes of politics of displacement 



that swept over the community in the long 1940s. While mapping the use of public space 

and the (often contested) meanings associated with various places, physical objects and 

iconic persons, I study the activity of civic associations and history clubs to illuminate the 

role these “semi-official” agents play in the local politics of memory. A central point of 

interest consists in analysing the ways members of these groupings translate individual 

engagement (Laurent Thévenot) with the past into a public concern for the history of their 

hometown. Appropriating the general framework of French pragmatic sociology of 

engagements, I analyse how individuals and groups justify their involvement in the local 

“arena of memory” and locate the meaning of (cultural and/or physical) displacement in the 

way they go about their agendas. 
 

This paper is foreseen as an article for a peer-reviewed journal, that will eventually be 

adapted for the dissertation as one of the 2-3 analytical chapters – likely following a broader 

synchronic and diachronic analysis of the symbolic use of public space in Košice, and 

preceding a more indepth debate of the translations between the individual engagements 

and collective forms of commemoration on in urban communities.  
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Abstract: Collective memory of deported women 

EUSOC 2016 

 

Abstract 

 

The research project in social and cultural anthropology focuses on structuring of collective 

memory of the Holocaust/deportation to concentration camp in different communities. The 

objective is to identify the impact of cultural, historical and political contexts on transmitting 

testimonies of deportation to concentration camp. The subjects examined are a) the structure of 

remembering in witnesses, concentration-camp survivors, and b) the structure of perception of 

the transmission of collective memory in people without the actual experience, mainly the 

second or third generation. Deploying a multitude of ethnographic methods such as participant 

observation, deep semi-structured interviews and visual approaches the question about the key 

motives of collective memory and processes of remembering of the Holocaust/deportation to 

concentration camp in the contexts of distinct cultural/national groups are investigated. 
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Extended abstract: Collective memory of deported women 

 

 

Extended Abstract 

 

Personal stories and testimonies of individual survivors are the main sources of 

information on the Holocaust, deportation and WW II concentration camps. However, most 

memories occur in the mind of the individual in interaction with others. People create memories 

in social context and refer to the in social interactions, they become aware of them and localize 

them. Thus, according to Halbwachs’ concept, a collective memory is found on individual 

memories. We remember in a certain social context based on which we recreate the reality of 

the past. Therefore, collective memory depends on a group. Halbwachs argues that there are as 

many collective memories as there are groups and institutions in society. “Every collective 

memory necessarily needs the support of a group limited by time and space.” 1 The relation 

between a collective memory and a group is reciprocal - collective memory is constituted by 

the group and at the same time it constitutes the group itself. Hence, if individual memories are 

directly related to a collective memory, we assume that social context will influence individual 

memories, which create a collective one. 

The research project from the field social and cultural anthropology focuses on the 

structuring of collective memory of the deportation to concentration camp in different cultural 

and national communities. The objective is to identify the impact of cultural, historical and 

political contexts on transmitting testimonies of deportation to concentration camp. The 

research question investigates the following. How is the cultural, historical and political context 

reflected in the structures of remembering and the transmission and communication of the 

collective memory of deportation to a particular concentration camp?  

The subjects examined are a) the structures of remembering in witnesses, women - 

concentration-camp survivors, and b) the structure of perception of the transmission of 

collective memory in people without the actual experience, mainly the second or third 

generation. The informants have been chosen from various countries such as the Czech 

Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Germany, France or Spain. So, these bearers of communicative 

                                                 
1 Halbwachs. Collective Memory, p. 84 
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Extended abstract: Collective memory of deported women 

 

memory (Assmann) represent different national contexts. For the purpose of the conference, 

only the sample date collected in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Austria will be examined. 

A multitude of ethnographic methods have been deployed in the research project, among 

which are the following, participant observation, deep semi-structured interviews and also 

visual methods. These approaches require an effective rapport between the subjects and the 

researcher, which then provide for an opportunity of a thick description of memory structuring 

and processes of remembering in Geertzian sense. 

In analyzing the data collected, additional research questions examine the relation 

between communicative and cultural (Assmann) memories. The former represented by the 

living memory established by the witnesses and their individual recollections as well as the by 

other people who have been exposed to those. The latter materialized in monuments or 

commemoration ceremonies, for example. 

In the contribution to the EUSOC conference, various examples of concepts related to 

memory and remembering will be discussed based on the currently available findings of the 

research. For example, a qualitative analysis of the interviews with the Czech and Austrian 

informants reveals the evidence of the silent presence of the Holocaust a concept formulated 

by Carol Kidron referring to a nonverbal communication and performance of the indicators of 

the experience from a concentration camp found in first and second generation Holocaust 

survivors in Israel. 

The research project is also a dissertation research project which should be submitted at 

the Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology of the Faculty of Philosophy at the 

University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, Czech Republic. 
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2009 - University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA - výzkumný pobyt, zaměření: kultura, rasa, etnicita a vzdělávání 
2007 - Universidad de Granada, Granada, Španělsko -studijní stáž, obor: britská a americká literatura 
2001 - LaGuardia High School of Arts and Performing Arts, New York City, NY, USA, obor: výtvarné umění 
2000 – 2004 - Gymnázium, Nad Alejí 1952, Praha 6, 160 00 
 
Kurz Visual Ethnography of Cityscapes – Ethnofest a NIA, Athény (2015) 
Workshop Design Thinking – Nadace Erste, Vídeň (2015) 
Jarní škola fotografie - Katedra antropologie Západočeské univerzity v Plzni (2014) 
Seminář Teaching the Holocaust – Yad Vashem, Jeruzalém (2014) 
Seminář Diversity Management in Education – Masarykova univerzita v Brně (2013) 
Kurz Ethnographic filmmaking – Katedra antropologie Západočeské univerzity v Plzni (2013) 
Kurz první pomoci – CPR, American Heart Association, Praha (2011) 
Workshop New Media and Video advocacy - Jeden svět, Praha (2011) 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
OSOBNÍ SCHOPNOSTI A DOVEDNOSTI 
MATEŘSKÝ JAZYK [ český ] 
OSTATNÍ JAZYKY 
Anglický jazyk 
Profesionální znalost – SZZ, Pedf UK 2010 
Španělský jazyk 
Výborná znalost - úroveň C1 
Certifikáty: Diplomatická akademie MZV ČR (2009), Centro de las Lenguas Modernas, Granada (2007) 
Německý jazyk 
Velmi dobrá znalost - úroveň B2  
Francouzský jazyk 
Dobrá znalost - úroveň A2 
 
SOCIÁLNÍ SCHOPNOSTI A DOVEDNOSTI 
2010 - Europaschule, Vídeň, Rakousko 
asistentský pobyt COMENIUS, výuka angličtiny a výtvarné výchovy na ZŠ, práce v multikulturním prostředí 
2008 – ASTVS, Errachidia, Maroko 
dobrovolnice – organizování aktivit pro děti ze sociálně a ekonomicky znevýhodněné lokality, práce v multikulturním 
prostředí, týmová spolupráce 
2004 –  - Dětské centrum, Praha 4 
dobrovolnice (Malíček, o. s.) - pravidelné docházení za dítětem, organizování času s ním 
 
TECHNICKÉ SCHOPNOSTI A DOVEDNOSTI 
Uživatelsky Microsoft Office, internetové aplikace, Final Cut a Adobe Premiere, Audacity 
DSLR fotoaparát, digitální video kamera, zvukové nahrávání 
 
ŘIDIČSKÝ PRŮKAZ - skupina B 
 
 
UMĚLECKÉ SCHOPNOSTI A DOVEDNOSTI 
1997 – ZUŠ Biskupská, Praha 1 - výtvarný obor: keramika a prostorová tvorba, kresba, malba, asistence při instalaci 
výstav studentů a studentek 
2001 – 2002 - La Guardia High School of Arts and Performing Arts, NYC, NY, USA – kurz fotografie; Stanice mladých 
techniků, Praha 6 - kurz fotografie 
 
 

 
 



The emotional practices of crisis reporting  

The case of reporting the “migration crisis” and the 

November´s Paris terrorist attacks in Czech Television 

Author: Johana Kotišová 

 

Abstract 
The paper seeks to enhance understanding of the processes of mediation and mediatization of 

crises by looking into the emotional practices of journalists and reporters. It addresses two 

questions: How are the emotions of crisis reporters articulated by the processes of crisis 

reporting? What are the assumed place and role of emotions within crisis reporting? The paper 

is based on ethnographic fieldwork in newsrooms of Czech Television – participant observation 

conducted in June, November and December 2015 – and on semi-structured interviews with 

foreign correspondents and journalists working at the foreign affairs department of Czech TV. 

The analysis focuses on the so-called migration crisis and the November´s terrorist attacks in 

Paris. The findings suggest the importance of cynicism within the process of making news and 

show how journalists´ emotional management is interwoven with their professional ideology. 

 

Extended abstract 
Within sociological and anthropological theories and research of risks, disasters, conflicts and 

social crises, the subtheme of media remains under-theorized and under-rated (Cottle, 1998; 

Allan, Adam and Carter, 2000; Van Loon, 2002). Likewise, the vast majority of research on 

interrelations between communication media and crisis situations within media studies 

concentrates on media representations of disasters, crises, and conflicts (e.g. Allan, Adam and 

Carter, 2000), and overlooks other aspects of crisis reporting and the fact that media are 

complexes of persons, technological devices, texts and meanings, organizations, and power 

relations (Hansen, 2006; Packer and Crofts Wiley, 2012). What seems to be of particular 

relevance for understanding the processes of mediation and mediatization of crises are 

reporters´ and journalists´ emotional practices that lie at the core of the paradox of journalists’ 

traditional commitments to objectivity/detachment and witnessing other people´s suffering 



(Andén-Papadopoulos and Pantti, 2013). The paper thus seeks to enhance the existing research 

by focusing on the emotional culture of crisis reporting.  

In the paper, I will address the two following dialectical questions: How are the emotions of 

crisis reporters articulated by the processes of crisis reporting? How are the emotions believed 

to return to the media articulations of crises, i.e., what is their assumed place and role within 

crisis reporting? 

The theoretical framework evolves around the sensitizing concept of emotions, understood as 

both biologically preconditioned and to a large extent culturally determined, defined and shaped 

practices of feeling and thinking (Rosaldo, 1984), and existing research on the practices of crisis 

reporting (Peters, 2011; Reinardy, 2011; Richards and Rees, 2011).  

The study is based on ethnographic fieldwork in newsrooms of Czech Television – participant 

observation conducted in June, November and December 2015 – and on fifteen semi-structured 

interviews with foreign correspondents and journalists working at the foreign affairs department 

of Czech TV. The analysis focuses on the so-called migration crisis and the terrorist attacks that 

stroke Paris on 13th November 2015. These two crises were selected in order to correspond 

with two different types of crises based on varying extent of their predictability and newness 

(see Nord & Strömbäck, 2003). 

The preliminary findings suggest that the paradox of journalists’ traditional commitments to 

objectivity/detachment and witnessing other people´s suffering may result in a considerably 

complex and demanding emotional experience of both on-the-spot reporters and journalists 

working with agency footage. The emotional management that the professional ideology 

(Deuze, 2005) requires seems to lock journalists in a vicious circle of boredom, excitement, 

emotional identification with victims of terrorism and migration, and, finally, cynicism. 

Cynicism understood as an ideology that is highly ambiguously interlinked with the journalists´ 

notion of professionality (Deuze, 2005; Sloterdijk, 1987), seems to be a possible outcome of 

the journalists´ emotional labor and emotional management (Hochschild, 1983; Illouz, 2007).
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The paper within the context of my Ph.D. thesis 
The paper is based on a part of the data that I analyze (and a part of the fieldwork that I conduct) 

in my doctoral research.  

The Ph.D. thesis deals with the same research problem and addresses the same questions as the 

paper – i. e., how are the emotions of crisis reporters articulated by the processes of crisis 

reporting, and what is the assumed place and role of emotions within crisis reporting – but takes 

into account larger and more varied research material (e.g., interviews with Belgian journalists 

conducted after the terrorist attacks in March 2016). 

Thus, the paper represents a small section of the whole research, a section delimited by a 

particular media organization and by two particular crisis situations. 
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Research: Public procurement in systemic corruption environment 

 

Abstract 

The aim of the PhD research is to create (1) a theory of systemic corruption in the public 

procurement and (2) a qualitative explanatory model for understanding and explaining of how 

systemic corruption in public procurement works. The research is in contradiction to 

economic papers which tend to concentrate on the search of quantified relationships between 

openness and transparency in public procurement and corruption. Initially a concept of the 

research is based on recent cases of public procurement in the Czech Republic and on the 

included occurrence of attributes of systemic corruption – such as informal structures as the 

self-imaged bodies of decision-making, collusive deals etc. The research is carrying out via 

judicial cases, collecting and analysis of public procurement’s data (ISVZUS), in-depth 

interviews with insiders and experts and qualitative analysis of documents and materials.  

 

Extended abstract 

Existing not only economic approaches mostly focus on the relationship between openness 

and transparency in public procurement and corruption. In that case corruption is believed to 

be a failure of individuals (public officials, politicians etc.) for their private gain (Nye 1967). 

Otherwise in a systemic corruption environment corruption works as a collective phenomenon 

(Persson, Rothstein & Teorell 2013) trying to establish a special set of corrupt norms (within 

public institutions) by which the whole public policy process is affected. 

Economic studies and/or NGO’s and policy papers (by EU, OECD, Transparency 

International etc.) tend to base their perspective on step by step analysis of public 

procurement. According this approach each of the bidding step or stage (pre-bidding: decision 

to contract & definiton of contract characteristics; bidding: contracting & awarding; post-

bidding: implementation & project monitoring) can be threatened with some of corruption 

risks so called red flags such as conflict of interests, too low number of bidders, ties between 

bidders, fact that all bids are higher than projected costs, non-transparent awarding methods, 

unusually high amount of saving/ excess costs (+/- 30 %) etc. (EU 2013, TI 2014) And then 

more openness and transparency within bidding process, good governance and greater 

accountability within bidding process is seemed to be the best way and a suitable and 

effective prevention of corruption. 



On the contrary in systemic corruption environment there have been appeared special 

reciprocal informal relationships into which key procurement actors – bureaucrats, politicians 

and business interest subjects – enter with a crucial aim to make their particular profit, to the 

detriment of public resources. Those relations can be shaped in a triangle of corrupt ties 

(Langr 2014) and of course they may result in influencing of public procurement. However, 

as there is in some recent cases from the Czech Republic shown (Langr 2013, Nadační fond 

proti korupci 2014), corruption behavior comes already ahead of the well-known stages of the 

official bidding process (mentioned above) because those informal structures are a perfect 

base for intentional decision-making in planning of large-scale investments and/or 

participating on them. Thereafter the bidding process is formal only so that the conventional 

treatment such as making this process more open and transparent is pointless. 

The aim of the PhD research is to create (1) a theory of systemic corruption in the public 

procurement and (2) a qualitative explanatory model for understanding and explaining of how 

systemic corruption in public procurement works. In fact, there is the enormous challenge in 

the social sciences to bring a comprehensive concept of public procurement in systemic 

corruption environment and all of the risks they have to be taken into consideration and also 

to become a right base for prevention of corruption effects and/or dealing with them. There 

are a set of indicators built in research design that help us to clarify attributes of systemic 

corruption, which were based on theories of systemic corruption (Caiden & Caiden 1977, 

Wallis 2006, Hellman, Jones, Kaufmann 2000, Yakovlev 2006 etc.) and verified in author’s 

previous research (Langr 2013). 

The aim of the research to be reached through analysis of the set of public procurement’s data 

(via ISVZUS) of some of the Czech regions, examination of finished and/ or lost judicial 

cases in the Czech Republic, in-depth interviews with so called insiders (i.e. members of 

informal structures mentioned above or whistleblowers) and experts such as politicians, 

officials of public administration, NGO’s representatives, state attorneys and of course 

entrepreneurs, and qualitative analysis of documents and materials of The Office for the 

Protection of Competition, The Supreme Audit Office and public administration as a whole. 
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Stigma – a logical choice? 

 

Cross-cultural comparison of studies over prejudice in reference to a national 

individualism- collectivism index and a stigma phenomenon 

 

 

Abstract:  

 

 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the prejudice issue over the cross-cultural 

research findings. Prejudice, most commonly defined as a preconceived, unfavorable opinion 

generalized from individuals, representing particular minorities onto all the social group 

members, is believed to be dependent on national society individuality-collectivity level 

(Hofstede, Hofstede i Minkov, 2010). What is more, provided analysis shed some light on the 

Goffman’s stigma theory (2005) in reference to the cultural-determinated predjudice 

phenomenon. Crucial issue, comprising advantages of sharing disparage beliefs for entire 

society as well as it’s particular members is enunciated as well (Zick, Küpper i Hövermann, 

2011). 

The main research objective was to explore observed differences in two crucial areas: 

the intensity and the content of prejudice occurring in contrasting culture areas. To reach this 

goal, comparison between Japanese - as an example of society based on collective values 

(Willis i Murphy-Shigematsu, 2007) - and USA citizens - strictly individualistic national culture 

(Aronson, 2009) - was conducted. To investigate affair in depth, some more analysis, including 

answers derived from polish participants, were performed  (Winiewski i Bilewicz, 2014; Kucia, 

2013; Bilewicz, Winiewski, Kofta i Wójcik, 2013).  

Data-driven analysis shown the most frequent prejudice concerns rase, reliogion and 

sexuality beliefs. It came out national societies differing in individuality-collectivity rates, also 

diverge on a content of declared beliefs. Examples of such divergence and possible 

consequences are discussed. What is more, additional findings, consisting the impact of 

economical factors on national prejudice level and a tendency to put social stigma on individual, 

were discussed. 

 

 

Keywords: cross-cultural studies, prejudice, stigma, individualism, collectivism, racism, sexism, 

antisemitism 
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For centuries conversation has been the soul of democracy. John Dewey (1991) believed that the 

problem of the democracies is lack of opportunities for citizens to discuss among 

themselves. Today, establishing deliberative and participatory democracy is a fundamental goal 

in every democratic society. In addition, societies with the higher level of diversity (e.g., 

ethnicity, religion, culture) need more perfusion of discourse among citizens to establish 

understanding and tolerance among citizens. Social media like Facebook and Twitter provide 

continues channel for communication and discussion. The recent scholars’ focus has been 

revolving arguably around the capability of the social media enhancing online democratic 

discourse among people from different backgrounds. Some Studies suggest that social media are 

capable to expos users to divergent opinions and information that will cause more pluralistic and 

diversity.  Contrary, other scholars argue that online interactions rise selective exposure with 

like-minded people and information which will increase polarization and echo chamber in the 

society. The main academic question is whether and how social media expose users to the cross-

cutting opinions? What is the different between Malaysian young adults and Austrian young 

adults using social media to expose themselves to the diversity?  Study on Malaysian case as a 

semi-democratic society and Austria as established democracy gives the opportunity to discover 

different democratic behaviors among young adults in south East Asian and western context.  

 

 

 

 



Unintended metaphoric thoughts bear signs of social structures 
Some metaphors serve as bridges between nonverbal (mainly visual, Semir Zeki) and verbal, as well 
as unintended (Wegner, Vallacher) and intended thoughts. So a number of metaphors presumably 
out of prehistoric age are present in our social thinking, that are serving as “atoms” (Lakoff) of 
structural metaphors in early and ancient urban cultures. 
Based on methods of evolutionary psychology (Buss and many others) and Text Analysis (Gilgames 
and others) will be and tree-structure (Lakoff) of metaphors serving as basis our present social 
thinking. 
 

Unintended metaphoric thoughts bear signs of social structures 
Cognitive transition between nascent social thinking within maximal 150 members pre-agricultural 
human groups and in more advanced urban socialites are examined. 
  
Metaphors are “one thing expressed in the terms of another thing” (G. Lakoff). They serve as basis of 
a great part of human thinking – conscious and non-conscious alike. Moreover, innate capability of 
visual thinking (Silverman, Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory) may serve as starting capital of 
human language acquisition and (presumably) social thinking, as well. Both are mostly non-
conscious. 
 
We may assume, that neural connections constructing our metaphors are like the connections 
between visual images and human language. Further, advanced, large-group social perception and 
thinking may relay on the connection between small-group social cognition and those advanced one. 
Irrespectively of the question, whether social thinking within small, pre-urban human groups of 
maximal 150 (Dunbar) members are innate or learned, there are connections of metaphoric kind 
between small-group cognition and urban social cognition. 
 
As evidence of the above, remembrances of the these metaphor-like effects should be present in our 
social thinking of today; however they should looked for in written documents as early, as possible. 
So the epic cycle of Uruk (Gilgames epos) may be a most possible and authentic source of those 
language-constructs. Henceforward I suggest searching for metaphors of social cognition in those 
texts, to order them into structures, and as next step to extend these structures with further social 
metaphors of present day thinking. 
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Critique in media discourse: the case of Pussy Riot 

 

Abstract  

The paper is dedicated to the question of political critique and the role of media in its creation. Firstly, I would like to define 

critique – it is an ontologically autonomous position from which new subjectivity can emerge (this definition is inspired by 

Boltanski). Secondly, following texts of recent scholars, I would like to describe a special type of critique which we can call 

political. Thirdly, I would like to show how this critique is mediated, how it becomes political in simulacrum or how it gets 

de-politicized and devaluated consequently.  

On the case of Pussy Riot in Russia I would like to show what kind of image was created around this group in case of 

Russian and Western media discourses. Based on the results I would like to show to what extent critique are politicized or 

de-politicized, which coursed emergence of critical actor or it’s devaluation in the  public sphere.  

 

Extended abstract  

The paper is dedicated to the process of emergence of a critical actor in the media context. I will concentrate on the certain 

type of a critical actor, who provides political critique as a reaction to the de-politicization of the social life.  This type of a 

critical actor exists only in a certain type of media discourse; it is created by it and its ability of being critical is defined by 

media. The paper is supposed to answer the question: how do media reinforce the emergence of a critical actor and how 

can they devaluate them?  

First theoretical concept I would like to refer to is a concept of critique as Luc Boltanski interprets it. Critique is something 

that is coming from outside of the main range of subjectivities and becomes an impulse for the existential test of the reality. 

By this attempt to re-make the rules of social games critical actor alternates the reality of institutions and therefore gives a 

chance to the change. Secondly, I would like to develop this critique with the accent of its political component which was 

analyzed by the current scholars such as Paul Blokker. This critique is mainly deals with the de-politicization of the social 

word and exclusion of the political component from the certain type of decision-making process. But how do we know if 

someone is critical or not? In this paper I would like to concentrate not on the question of “ontologically clean” critiques, but 

on the critiques which are embedded in concrete media discourse, produced and reproduced by it. Therefore the third 

source of theoretical inspiration is the media studies and Baudrillard’s concept of simulacrum, which suggests that we see 

just a mediated copy (or endless number of copies) instead of the direct reality whilst the original is lost forever. That is 

why emergence of a critical actor strongly depends on the media discourse in which it appears.  

The study will be conducted based on the discursive analysis of media after the date of the trial on the members of Pussy 

Riot. I am interested how and what kind of image was created in the Western and Russian discourses (by Western 

discourse I will use sample of American most popular dailies, for Russian the Russian ones). This comparison will show 

how image of politically critical actor was created in one case, and how this image was de-politicized in another one. I 

believe this mediated image is highly connected with the fact that in America and Europe Pussy Riot is considered to be an 

actor which is providing political critique, however in Russia this is not the case. Actions in the Cathedral of Christ the 

Savior were constantly de-politicized despite of the fact that the members of the group were continuously claiming that it 

was an entirely political action. This also help to explain why more than a half of population in Russia think that the 

punishment was just, while on the other hand Pussy Riot was supported by most famous western actors and singers as 

well as by Amnesty International.  

This paper is a step forward in my analysis of Boltanski’s theory of critique to which I dedicate my PhD thesis. In this paper 

I would like to embed my knowledge in the media context as I consider it to be vitally important for the development of 

critique. That is because I consider media to be semiotic systems in which meanings are captured and therefore only some 

critiques make sense.  One of such systems is Putins’s Russia depicted in western media – it is a totalitarian country with 

the president who is constantly offending human rights. The question to what extent it is true is irrelevant at this point, but 

this type of discourse suggests what kind of actor will be considered as politically critical. Russian media however are 

creating another type of discourse so to de-politicize and criminalize certain type of behavior which can be potentially 

critical. Precisely because the example of Pussy Riot shows the differences between these discourses and therefore the 



possibilities for certain political critique to appear I consider it to be relevant to the question of critique in general. The last 

one is a necessary prerequisite to the social change which is one of the core interests of social sciences.  

 

 Moskvina Yuliya  
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ABSTRACT 

 

What is the appropriate role of the state in an economy? 

 

Neo-liberal economists advocate the superiority of the Free Market over any other economic 

system, and that state intervention is harmful to the economy.  Yet, fully embracing free 

market, without the rule of law nor the necessary infrastructure of a functioning market, 

Russia of the 1990s was left with a fractured society and an economy sunk into depression.1 

On the other hand, in China, the state did not abdicate their responsibilities and pursued its 

economic reform with relative success.2 

 

This paper will focus on the role of state in privatisation in the “transition (to free market) 

economies” by comparing Russia and China, as an attempt to evaluate what has been done 

and what can be done better, and eventually any lessons learnt in an ever increasingly 

interconnected world and possible application in the future. 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

 

The problem 

 

To intervene or not to intervene? - The role of state in privatisation: a comparison between 

China & Russia 1978-2008 

 

Background and research concept 

 

What is the appropriate role of the state in economy? 

 

Since the collapse of communism in the Eastern bloc and especially ex-Soviet Union, the 

world trend has been to assert the triumph of capitalist democracy over communist tyranny, 

implying the victory of market economy over planned economy.  

 

Neo-classical economists advocate the superiority of the Free Market over any other system 

of economic organization, claiming that the Free Market by itself will create a functioning 

society.1 

 

In some countries, moves toward Free-Market policies did trigger an economic boom 

(Argentina 1989, Czech Republic 1991-1992, the Four Asian Tigers 1970-1990), but it did 

not happen in all countries.  Free-market doctrine alone did not turn around the East Germany 

economy.  To keep East Germany from dying, West Germany had to pour in large amounts of 

government aid. 2 

 

Fully embracing free market, without the rule of law nor the necessary infrastructure of a 

functioning market, Russia of the 1990s was left with a fractured society and an economy 

sunk into depression (Heilmann, Rakhimov, Popov).3 On the other hand, in China, the state 

did not abdicate their responsibilities and pursued its economic reform with relative success.4 

 

Until the breakdown of the Asian financial market in 1997-1998, the ‘Tiger Economies’ of 

Thailand, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia and South Korea had been the success stories of 

globalization, as a neo-liberalist showcase that classic capitalism would bring wealth and 

                                                 
1 Peter Drucker, “Managing in a Time of Great Change”, New York: Truman Talley Books 1995 p.328 
2 Natalie Ng, „Transnational corporations versus transnational governments: cross-border industrial mergers and 

acquisitions in the European Union case studies” University of Vienna 2003 
3 Heilmann, Sebastian, “Die Politik der Wirtschaftsreformen in China und Russland,” Hamburg: Inst. für 

Asienkunde 2000 

Rakhimov Aziz, „The Comparison of Russian and Chinese Economic Reforms in Transition to the Market 

Economy”, JDS Working Paper Series No.3, Japan: International Christian University Nov 15 2006 

http://subsite.icu.ac.jp/jds/pdf/Aziz%20Rakhimov.pdf  

Popov, Vladimir, „China’s rise, Russia’s fall: Medium term and long term perspective,“ New Economic School, 

Moscow http://www.gdnet.org/fulltext/Popov_Chinas_rise_Russias_fall.pdf 
4 Eric, Hobsbawm, “The New Century”, London: Little Brown 2000 p.76 

mailto:nng2011@yahoo.com
mailto:a0205910@unet.univie.ac.at
http://subsite.icu.ac.jp/jds/pdf/Aziz%20Rakhimov.pdf
http://www.gdnet.org/fulltext/Popov_Chinas_rise_Russias_fall.pdf
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prosperity to millions.  Yet in all these countries before the total liberation of the market, the 

State did take a strong and active role in shaping the economy. 5 

 

Along the line, China pursued a systematic process of economic reform in the direction to 

market economy, and this relatively successful – according to Eric Hobsbawm – principally 

because the state and party did not abdicate their responsibilities and organize the transition. 6 

 

The recent waves of financial crises, first in the developing countries (1997 East Asia, 1998 

post-Soviet space, 2001 Argentina), then in the developed ones (2008 USA, 2010 Greece), 

brought home to us that  an awkwardly handled economy, under the disguise of “free market,” 

can eventually lead to undesirable social and political consequences.  

 

Hypotheses 

 

 Privatisation in China was better implemented than Russia.  

 As such, the Chinese model of privatisation is sustainable. 

 

Methodology 

 

The dissertation will be qualitatively based on secondary research from academic and 

economic journals, and quantitatively supported by statistics from international organizations 

and national statistics bureaus.  The dissertation will also draw on current affairs and media 

editorials wherever appropriate. 

 

Interdisciplinary  

 

Politics – history – law – economics – East Asia – Post-Soviet space – Central Europe  

 

Why I have chosen exactly the cases on which I want to work 

 

My Ph D dissertation “To intervene or not to intervene? - The role of state in contemporary 

economic reform: a comparison between China & Russia 1978-2008” is an extension of my 

previous research work “Transnational corporations versus transnational governments: cross-

border industrial mergers and acquisitions in the European Union case studies.” 

 

The research focus on the role of state will be shifted from the legally and economically well-

developed European Union to developing countries, in particular the “transition economies” 

taking Russia and China as a comparison from 1978 to 2008.  This is an attempt to evaluate 

what has been done and what can be done better, as well as what role a government should 

play in economic reform, in an ever increasingly interconnected world. 

 

How my paper fits into my PhD dissertation 

 

This particular paper to be presented in the 15th International Doctoral Seminar in Social 

Sciences at the Masaryk University in Brno will focus in the privatisation process, which  

exemplifies well the transition from planned economy to market economy.  This will become 

the central part of my Ph D dissertation. 

                                                 
5 Hirst, Paul & Thompson, Grahame, “Globalization in Question”, Cambridge: Polity Press 1999  p.271 
6 Eric, Hobsbawm, “The New Century”, London: Little Brown 2000 p.76 
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Short Abstract  

The transformation of the energy systems in Europe towards a sustainable and climate friendly 

energy supply is a long-term project. What is needed, therefore, are successful long-term gov-

ernances that balance the need for continuity and learning regarding the decisions made by the 

actors of the political systems. The goal of this research is to identify the factors that drive such 

governances. The focus of the research will be the deployment of renewable energies (RE) as 

an exemplary case of political decisions that are implemented in the form of governance. To 

answer this question and to attain the research goal the RE policies of the 28 EU member states 

within the last decade will be analyzed. Using the methods of document analysis and Qualitative 

Comparative Analysis (QCA) it will be possible to derive statements about the different energy 

policies of the EU member states and about which influencing factors lead to what kind of 

energy governance. 

 

Extended Abstract  

The Problem 

This abstract is to be understood as a research proposal. The research is generally concerned 

with the topic of the transformation of the energy systems in Europe and focuses upon the driv-

ers of renewable energy (RE) governance.  

Transforming the energy systems towards a sustainable and climate friendly energy supply is a 

long-term project. The problem is that energy policies (as most policies) are characterized by 

uncertainty, ignorance and political as well as legal and societal constraints. This, in conse-

quence, leads to short-term, unsustainable and, therefore, costly political decisions. What is 

needed are governance actions that lower the societal, political and economic costs. These are 
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successful long-term governances that balance the need for continuity and learning regarding 

the decisions made by the actors of the political systems.  

The Research Question and its Relevance in this Context 

The goal of this research is to identify the factors that drive such governances. To understand 

the occurrence of successful energy governances means to understand the factors that might 

influence them. The research question of the paper is: What are the conditions of successful 

energy governance. The focus of the research will be the deployment of RE as an exemplary 

case of political decisions that are implemented in the form of governance. To answer this ques-

tion and to attain the research goal the RE policies of the 28 EU member states within the last 

decade will be analyzed.  

Connection to PhD thesis  

This research project is the first step of data collection and data analysis within my PhD project. 

The question of my thesis is: How can political systems induce sustainable and long-term 

governance in the field of energy policy and which (processes of) institutionalizations are 

used, and what other factors have an impact on it?1  

The research guiding assumption of the PhD-project is that institutions promote stability and 

therefore long-term nature of political action. This is why the research project is mainly con-

cerned with the search for institutions and institutionalization processes within the governance 

of the transformation of the energy system. Understanding institutions as the core of politics 

and as the rules of the political game[1], however, it seems appropriate to look at the general 

political drivers first.  

                                                            
1 For further information about the  interdisciplinary research group (Boysen-TU Dredsen Graduiertenkolleg) 
focusing on the interdependence of technical design and social acceptance of sustainable energy systems in gen-
eral and about the PhD project in particular see: www.tud.de/boysen-grk 
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Theoretical Background 

Successful governance is to be understood as governance that enables a state – especially the 

political system – to actually attain the European and national goals regarding the transfor-

mation of the energy system.  

Based on Boolean algebra, the QCA approach requires a clear assessment about what to under-

stand as successful or unsuccessful RE governance. Furthermore, the approach requires pro-

found, theoretically derived, possible influencing factors, i.e., conditions[2]. The necessary 

knowledge for this requirements can be found in existing theoretical and empirical work. Re-

search on governance theory and policy analysis[3][4] as well as several empirical studies on RE 

policies and RE deployment need to be studied[5][6][7]. 

Hypotheses 

The main hypothesis of this paper is the configurational assumption of complex causality. Com-

plex causality means that social outcomes are the result of a combination of causal factors, 

different combinations of causal factors can lead to the occurrence of a certain outcome, and 

causal factors can have different effects[8][9]. Therefore it can be assumed that there are certain 

configurations (specific combinations of sufficient and necessary factors) that explain the in-

teresting outcome of a successful governance. The macro-qualitative analysis (QCA), further-

more, will uncover patterns of influencing factors as well as contradictions (cases with similar 

configurations but different outcomes). This will be the basis for selecting the cases for in-depth 

case studies.  
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Methodology 

Data collection will be carried out in form of document analysis. The documents of interest are 

national and supranational progress reports on RE deployment, national and supranational ac-

tion plans on the transformation of energy systems, and existing research on the topic.  

Data analysis will be carried out implementing QCA. This analytical approach combines de-

tailed within-case studies and formalized cross-case comparisons. It is used to identify factors 

that influence the outcome of interest. The factors (i.e., independent variables or conditions) are 

derived theoretically and out of the results of empirical research[10]. 

Findings (Assumptions about Findings) 

This abstract is a research proposal. Therefore, it is only possible to present some general as-

sumptions about potential findings: Deriving accurate conditions out of theory and existing 

research, allows to present sound statements about the influence of the identified configurations 

regarding the outcome of interest. It will be possible to derive statements about the different 

energy policies of the EU member states and about which configurations lead to what kind of 

energy governance. 

 

Notes  

[1] (Lowndes and Roberts 2013, 46f.) 
[2] (Legewie 2013) 
[3] exemplary (Capano, Howlett and Ramesh 2015) 
[4] exemplary (Wurzel, Zito and Jordan 2013) 
[5] exemplary (Stephens, Wilson and Peterson 2008) 
[6] exemplary (Caderot and Padavano 2016) 
[7] exemplary (Marques, et al. 2010) 
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[8] (Legewie 2013) 
[9] (Blatter and Haverland 2012, 231f.) 
[10] (Legewie 2013) 
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Abstract 
This research examines NGOs’ policy/law advocacy strategies in China. Through a three-
month participatory observation in an environmental NGO (ENGOs) in Beijing and in-
depth interviews with NGO representatives in other fields, I notice that proactively 
participating in policy/law advocacy with their peers to acquire a dialogue relationship with 
the political entrepreneurs is an effective way for ENGOs to achieve their specific agenda; 
but NGOs in other issue areas usually have to use additional strategies in order to have a 
similar policy impact. I argue that Chinese NGOs’ policy/law advocacy strategies are 
influenced by power relations of various actors in their respective strategic action field. This 
research breaks new ground by providing a systemic road map of Chinese NGOs’ policy 
participation strategies at the central level in different issue areas. Moreover, it sheds light 
on general policy advocacy strategies of civil society in an authoritarian regime.  !
Extended Abstract 
In her 2007 article on civil participation in China, Xijin Jia discussed three ways of Chinese 
citizens’ participation in governance . The first path is through structural participation, 1

which means participating in elections and in the people’s congress system. The second path 
is to participate in decision-making. The third path of civil participation is through 
participatory governance. When Wang and Liu analysed the Chinese NGOs’ development 
system, they outlined four basic civic functions of NGOs, which are resource mobilization, 
public services, social governance, and policy advocacy . The first three functions proposed 2

by Wang and Liu fall exactly into the third level of NGO’s civil participation of Jia, and the 
last function, namely policy advocacy, corresponds the second level of NGO’s participation.  !
In the past research on Chinese NGOs’ functions and participations in politics, most 
emphases were put on the third level of participation, namely NGOs’ functions in resource 
mobilization, public services, and social governance . Even though, a few scholars have 3

noticed Chinese NGOs’ advocacy functions and grassroots’ growing policy impact these 
years. For example, Jessica Teets points out that Chinese grassroots NGOs have been 
actively participating in policy advocacy at the local level, and the local officials are also 
relatively open to their policy influence, which shows the consultative aspect of China’s 
authoritarianism . Andrew Mertha argues that due to the fragmented nature of the Chinese 4

 Jia 2007.1

 Wang and Liu 2009.2

 Hasmath and Hsu 2013, 2014; Spires 2011, Wu and Chan 2012; Hildebrandt 2013;  Tai 2015; 3

Jing and Savas 2009.

 Teets 2013, 2014.4
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state these years, barriers for political participation has been significantly lowered and 
Chinese NGOs have been actively participating in policy making through effectively 
framing their issues . Tony Saich notices that some Chinese social organizations are able to 5

reconfigure their relationship with the state in more beneficial terms that allow for policy 
input of these social organisations . Hualing Fu, meanwhile, analyses the policy/law 6

advocacy of Yirenping(益仁平), and reveals that its embedded activism within the Chinese 
legal and social system is the key to its advocacy success . Above studies have opened 7

interesting topics on Chinese NGOs’ policy participation, but none of them is able to offer a 
systematic road map of the policy advocacy strategies of NGOs in multiple issue areas.  !
The fact that some Chinese NGOs have reached a higher stage of civil participation - 
practicing their advocacy actions to change the decisions of political elites - begs questions 
such as how could these NGOs survive and even flourish in an authoritarian context. This 
research launches to find out answers to these questions. To be specific, what strategies do 
Chinese NGOs use to achieve their specific policy agenda? Do policy advocacy strategies 
remain the same across issue areas? To answer these questions, I carried out extensive 
fieldwork in China in 2015 and 2016. Interviews with representatives from NGOs in various 
issue areas and doing fieldwork in an ENGO for three months helped me realise the 
commonality and differences in NGOs’ policies strategies.  !
This research presents a comprehensive picture of Chinese NGOs’ policy advocacy 
strategies. I notice that while ENGOs can achieve successful policy advocacies most of the 
time through a proactive dialogue involving both their peers and political entrepreneurs, 
NGOs in other issues area often need additional tactic to achieve their agenda. Through the 
lens of strategic action fields theory (SAFs) ,  I argue that the commonality and diversities 8

between different NGOs’ strategies are not random. Instead, it is closely related to their 
roles in the SAF of specific policy/law making, and it is influenced by the bigger SAF of 
different government agencies’ power-relations in China’s politics. !
While most research today still focuses on Chinese NGOs’ service functions, this research 
went further to explore their higher level of political participation, namely policy 
participation. Although the number of NGOs that can achieve this level of participation is 
still small, paying attention to this type of civil action is meaningful since this is an 
important way to hold the authoritarian government accountable. Moreover, this research 
moved a step further to show the variety of NGOs’ strategies in different areas and offered a 
thick description of the complex web to explain their choices. !
My Ph.D. project examines NGOs’ policy advocacies in China, including the roles advocacy 
NGOs play in a certain period, advocacy NGOs’ strategies to achieve their policy agenda, 

 Mertha 2008, 2009.5

 Saich 2000. 6

 Fu 2012. In 2015, Yirenping was closed down by the authorities in China. 7

 Fligstein and McAdam 2011, 2012.8



and the tangible and symbolic power of advocacy NGOs. This paper serves as one chapter 
of the main body of my Ph.D. dissertation. The intellectual endeavour in this paper helped 
me understand the advocacy strategies of NGOs in different issue areas in the Chinese 
context.  !
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“The right thing to do”: Civic activism as individual practice 

Abstract 

This paper examines civic activism as individual work and seeks to answer the question: How do civic 

activists understand their everyday working practices? Specifically, the study looks at the debates 

about the definition and protection of the family performed by conservative pro-life and liberal LGBTI 

activists in Slovakia. It draws on the Strong Program in cultural sociology and focuses on meaning-

making processes. It works with the concepts of social narratives, meanings in binary codes and 

conceptual metaphors. The study utilizes semi-structured interviews with activists from both opinion 

groups. In the interviews, informants explain their working practices, relating them to collective 

representations, which form the basis of their understanding. The analysis follows the thick description 

method, which allows for the reconstruction of cultural meanings in a rich and complex way, and the 

logic of abduction, which is useful to investigate what meanings social actors ascribe to their actions. 
 

PhD Thesis 

My PhD thesis is a study of morality within the civil sphere of society. My research question is: How is 

morality in civic engagement constructed? To answer the question, I analyze the ongoing debate about 

the definition and protection of family and marriage in the Slovak public sphere. Primarily, I draw on 

the Strong Program in cultural sociology. Additionally, I implement a pragmatist approach, specifically 

the French theory of justification, looking at how activists justify what they do. The analysis is based 

on semi-structured interviews with activists in conservative Christian and LGBTI organizations, media 

statements and public utterances, and ethnography. I approach civic activism as both collective-public 

action and individual day-to-day work, which is a part of people’s lives. I investigate the relationship 

between these two levels of activism, assuming that the morality is constructed on both levels. 

Moreover, I examine the relationship between strategic and expressive aspects of civic engagement. 

 

This paper is the outcome of the first forays into the field. I focus here on the individual level of 

activism. More specifically, I study the everyday working practices of activists and how activists 

understand these practices in relation to the general collective aims and ideologies within which they 

engage in the public sphere. This study is an important step in analyzing the construction of morality 

in civic engagement since activists’ understanding is the outcome of meaning-making processes that, 

according to cultural sociologists, are morally charged. Thus, I assume that the cultural-sociological 

reconstruction of how activists understand their everyday work will eventually bring to light their 

moral reasoning. 
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“The right thing to do”: Civic activism as individual practice 

 

The problem 

My paper presents a study of civic activism from the perspective of cultural sociology. I aim to shed 

light on civic engagement as a day-to-day job and individual practice. In cultural sociology, civic 

engagement has been mainly studied on the collective-public level and what has been often neglected 

is that it is also an everyday practice and an inherent part of activists’ lives. I anchor my research in 

one of the current hot topics in Slovakia, which is the definition and protection of family and marriage. 

There is an ongoing public debate about whether marriage should be the exclusive union of a man and 

a woman or the possibility of registered partnerships for LGBTI people should be institutionalized. My 

research is based on interviews with activists of both sides of this conflict. 

 

Theoretical background 

I base my research on the Strong Program in cultural sociology (Alexander, Smith 2003) and its premise 

of culture as a complex and rich web of meanings with the power to explain social phenomena. I draw 

on the main conceptual body of the Strong Program, including the concepts of social narrative and 

binary codes. In addition, I apply conceptual metaphors from Lakoff (2006) and follow Koselleck’s work 

(2004) about construction of the past and the future when analysing social narratives. 

 

The research question 

I join Eliasoph and Lichterman (2010), and Fuist (2014), who approach civic activism on the micro-level 

level through ethnographic methods. However, while these scientists study the interactions among 

activists, I focus on how activists understand their jobs and experiences in the context of the meaning 

systems in which they place themselves. Therefore, my main research question is: How do civic 

activists understand their everyday working practices? 

 

Methodology 

I use qualitative methodology, in particular, semi-structured interviews with civic activists engaged in 

the debates about marriage and family. These are the most appropriate method due to the 

interpretative nature of the object of study, which is the meaning-making process. As the method of 

data analysis, I choose Geertzian thick description, which allows me to capture the temper and 

complexity of meanings (Geertz: 1973). I follow the logic of abduction as a constant dialogue between 

data and theories. It shares with cultural sociology the constructivist approach, presuming that data 

and theories are constructed by both researchers and informants together (Thornberg and Charmaz 

2014). 

  

Assumptions about findings 

A cursory analysis of the collected data shows that activists incorporate their own personal experiences 

into broader moral narratives built upon meanings in binary relations. What is surprising is that 

activists who diverge ideologically share core meanings when explaining their jobs and practices. For 



instance, both groups speak about themselves as other-oriented as opposed to self-oriented. 

Moreover, they describe helping others as the best thing about their work. The act of helping is 

articulated in form of moral narratives forming complex meaning systems about the outside world and 

“the right thing to do.” 

 

Conclusion and discussion 

The study of the individual level of understanding helps us understand how social actors create and 

recreate an intelligible whole out of their lives by interpreting their personal experiences within 

collective moral narratives. This contributes to the sociological understanding of the relationship 

between the parts and the wholes of the hermeneutical circle – how do people find the universal in 

the particular? In terms of “real world” implications, this study offers important evidence about the 

rationales behind civic activism; activists of different sides of an ideological conflict understand their 

jobs in a similar vein, drawing upon the same set of cultural meanings. This is crucial for understanding 

conflictual issues in contemporary civil spheres. 
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dependent Communication, 

 

Network theory allows the shift from the reductionist view to connectionism and complex 

system view and transform the “old” computer – mind into the new internet – mind metaphor.  

The methodological framework of Network Science has been applied to the investigation of 

networks of interactions amongst people, highlighting the interplay between cognition and 

social structure. The new insight of modern cognitive science is that cognition is necessarily 

situated and embedded. Cognitive knowledge network is a storage of distributed knowledge 

elements, also understood as the perceptions of people about the network they involved in. This 

paper offers theoretical and methodological overview for empirical studies.  
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The emerging paradigm shift in strategies for social development and economic advancement 

indicates switch in causality by suggesting that economic advancement would be unavoidably 

delayed without supportive national and international social policy. Central issues are: 

multiculturalism – migration, collective action – education, diversity – employment. 

The interaction of economic, societal, and cultural processes show peculiar connection, 

continuity, also interdependence. Communication technology, the rapid diffusion of the 

Internet, and the ever changing composition of knowledge and culture buzzed the economic 

sphere, too. Now, knowledge serves the purpose of intangible asset, product, and service in 

most organizations` everyday life. Probably learning and knowledge have never received so 

much attention than in our progressively expanding virtual world. 

At the emergence of post-modernism Polanyi investigated the dimensions of personal 

knowledge. Lyotard warned about the certainties of the Post-Modern Age: the ever changing 

composition of knowledge and culture, that scientific knowledge is being a kind of discourse 

and the narrative`s buoyant magnitude of popularity. Communication became a relatively agile 

and impactful tool for keeping order in the New World. Unique means of communication and 

different technological tools are and will constantly be influencing and most probably altering 

the process of perception and interpretation.  

Inclination for entrepreneurship seems to become a driving force and mean to self-expression, 

self-actualization. We live in the age of first generation organization in a social system that 

seems to transform itself into a global communication network. The Network Society has 

already took shape. Inquiry into organizational theory, communication and organizational 

culture requires a new, different approach in an attempt to grasp the concept of the new system 

and anticipate its influence. 

Resent development in cognitive science offers some unique approach to empirical research 

putting emphasis on epistemic stances, new methods and frameworks for classification.
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Researchers oftentimes rely on their creative attempt to converge multi-theoretical 

communication theories, organization theories whilst preserving consideration for the bottom 

line issues such as how to fit accessible knowledge into a new communication channel and how 

to make it operational. 

The methodological framework of Network Science has been applied to the investigation of 

networks of interactions amongst people, highlighting the interplay between cognition and 

social structure. The new insight of modern cognitive science is that cognition is necessarily 

situated and embedded. Network theory allows the shift from the reductionist view to 

connectionism and complex system view and transform the “old” computer – mind into the 

new internet – mind metaphor.   

Research shows increasing interest in the role and effects of time mainly because 

communication technology offers a great deal of tools to work with. At one point in time 

communication network can be viewed as a system and its sections can also be singled out and 

examined separately. Utilization of multidimensional approach allows the researcher to 

examine the behaviour of the whole network, to acknowledge the presence of variables, to 

highlight possible patterns, and to point out deviation. Synchronous or diachronic emergence 

can show differentiation in or adaptation of behaviour within the network, indicate value 

discrepancies, and restricted flow of information, or alternatively suggests extreme closeness 

or openness. It seems that the study of organizational processes can be best leveraged by 

retrospective approach. Societal importance can be best interpreted through experience. 

The paper offers subject matter theoretical overview and quantitative analysis of leading empirical 

findings. The primary focus is on collective distributed cognition in the “first generation organization”, 

its early development, socioeconomic embeddedness, relative size and influence with exclusive interest 

in style, pattern and flow of knowledge and elevated form of intelligent knowledge access. 
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Human on the Market - Relation of Labor market policy, social service and social economy in the 

door-step of 21st century 

Abstract: In the last decades the labor market and definition of work has changed. Unemployment is 

not just a structural, but a huge and persistent social problem in some rural areas or in definite groups 

as well. The main question of our working paper is: how could the labor market policy (LMP), social 

policy and the public employment service (PES) adjust to the new labor market challenges and needs 

of unemployed/jobseekers? The typical lease-work had transformed in the last decades. Lots of people 

were ousted from the labor market or have instable place there, so they need new skills and a new 

chance for labor market re-integration. In my research I study the used definitions of ‘work’ 

(theoretical and in the LMP) and analyze the labor market tools – especially the human services of the 

PES – in Hungary and in some other member states of the EU. 

Extended abstract: 

The PESs were set up for handling the structural problems of the labor market, but the demand for 

labor has shrunk. The first answer from the European governments was an extended social protection 

system with insurance based and other types of benefits. As a form of activation policies some 

European countries give strong preference to workfare type of solutions in case of people in their 

active ages. In the eastern These policies wanted to help with a mixture of classical labor market tools: 

vocational training; wage subsidies etc., but the unemployed needed other instrument to achieve for 

a sustainable economy activation and permanent income.  

Firstly I review the situation of lease-work as well as the historical and the new definitions of work. The 

political rhetoric could keep the “full employment” idea until the ‘70s. In 1988 R. Dahrendorf declared, 

in this labor market game lots of people have no chance.1 According to Ulrich2 In 2000 ‘unemployed 

capitalism’ had evolved and focused to economic growth and does not expand the labor market. In 

this period, practices of the labor market policies that focused on the reduction of unemployment, 
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fallen flat.3 Certainly after 2009 the national economies and the labor market change forward. After 

the crisis the economists looked for new answers in the field of growth and LMP.4 The main question 

of my work is: how could adjust and react the LMP and the PESs to the labor market changes in the 

last decades? In my research the emphasis is on the Hungarian situation but  an overview of the 

practices of some post-socialist countries and other member states of the EU is also provided. The 

governments should have change the labor market tools and instruments regarding the new 

challenges of job seekers. I think that the changes of LMP are slow and the complexity of the toolkit is 

not appropriate. Some PESs and LMPs would need more new instruments, more complex human 

services, and a different attitude during the work with unemployed people. 

In my paper the legal framework of LMP and the decisions of politicians in this field between 1990 and 

2015 will be reviewed and LMP and labor market instruments will also be analysed and evaluated 

based, among others on interviewes with some senior experts of Hungarian LMP. So I aim at process 

in my aspect already existing evaluations5 and surveys, I analyse the capacity and expenses of LMPs.6  

I would like to confer the theoretical background of work and the actions or measures of LMP.  I 

suppose that the policy makers could not follow the labor market change, the change of work 

definition and the need of jobseekers so they did not find the adequate answer for the economic 

activation of unemployed people.  
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Shaping  an approach of workers to clients 

Šimková Lucie 

This paper is focusing on a proces of shaping an worker´s approach to clients. Practically, it 

aims to  deal with the real problem of an approach of crisis line workers to repeat. The paper 

is searching for different theoretical concepts of shaping an approach to clients. The main 

research question is: What are the relevant theories about shaping an approach to clients?  

IThere will be use a qualitative research strategy, particulary method of understanding to get 

the information from theoretical sources. Supposed output of a research is a typology of 

theories that are dealing with this topic. Estimated findings lead to a typology of 3 groups of 

theories with different point of view – sociological, pedagogical and psychological. 

 



The shaping an approach of wokrkers to clients 

Šimková Lucie 

This paper wants to draw attention to the problem occurring in the crisis line workplace – an 

approach of crisis line workers to repeat callers, especially, on what and how is the approach 

shaped by. The current approach of crisis line workers to repeat callers is ambiguous, often 

selective. Applying some (any) approach to these clients is a result of dealing with dilemmas, 

and that is also why it is very stressful and why it arouses feelings of helplessness and despair 

in workers. 

By defining a theoretical problem, I want to focus on the process of shaping an final approach 

of workers to client in different ways of looking at it. The ambiguity in that (the way the 

approach is shaped and how it is possible to look at it) may make it difficult for workers to 

reflect their own practice and may cause misunderstandings about what happen during their 

interaction with clients. By processing of various theoretical concepts will be  possible to 

competently choose the one that best fits with crisis line enviroment, with kind of service and 

also reflects criteria of (or interactions between) variables, which are, in my opinion, 

important in terms of practical problem: the worker, client, and regulation of providing the 

service in organization (boundaries). 

Therefore, my main research question of this paper is: What are the relevant theories about 

the shaping an approach of workers to clients? 

For the conceptualization of the term "theory" I focused on concepts based on Field Theory, 

which I like because it puts the emphasis not on the individual parts of the concept, but on 

relationships and dynamics between them (Jenkins, 2005), that means on the process. This 

theoretical concept was expanded by Bourdieu (1977).  His process of autonomization of the 

field is, in my opinion, compatible with the process of formation or creation the theory. 

Autonomous field and its quality or characteristics then can be understood as characteristics 

of theory. Bourdieu (1977) argues that the more autonomous the field is, the more it (1) uses 

autonomous and specific analysis of causation, the more it (2) draws an attention to 

autonomous and specific values and the more it (3) produces autonomous and specific 

language and its manifestation. It leads to (4) autonomous and specific kinds of intepretation 

of the diferent phenomenon in or  out of the field, and to (5) autonomous and specific way of 

legitimization of those interpretations.  

The shaping an approach is conceptualized by Karen Healy´s concept of social work (2005), 

and also from my own reflection of practice - how this process of "shaping" appear. To me, 

there are three important components that this process somehow affect: workers, clients and 

the framework within which their interaction is going on. This process of shaping I could 

express as "the proces of crystallization of worker´s ideas about the purpose and course of 

helping action during the interaction with the client." 

I have chosen a qualitative method of understanding which aims to identify an imaginations 

that the author of theory conects with the phenomenon I deal with.  



The course of the research will be conducted as a comparison of case studies, each case study 

will be an author of a theory or a book dealing with the topic or just the part of a book 

concerning the shaping an approach to clients.  

As the output of the chosen method and research strategy will  be a typology of theories 

dedicated to shaping the approach to clients. 

The investigation unit will be an author or group of authors that deal with the topic of an 

approach to clients and its shaping. The sampling unit will be exploration units (authors), and 

entities that will allow me to understand the exploration unit, that are the authors who were 

the source for my exploration units, or commentators of exploration unit. 

I suppose the occurence of three groups of theories that are dealing with the shaping an 

approach to clients – sociological, pedagogical and psychological. Each of them look at the 

proces of shaping from a different perspective. One takes into account the employee and the 

organization, in which he/she works and this theories suppose joint interaction betwen them 

which shapes the approach. The second variant prefers impact of the organization on shaping 

an approach to clients and the third prefers the importance of worker.  
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Collective action and role of emotions: 
Anti-Roma marches in Czech Republic. 
Abstract 
This paper investigates the connection between discursive content, its emotional dimension and 

collective action of anti-Roma marches in Czech Republic. It argues, that it takes shared knowledge of 

existence of two antagonistic groups, relationship among which is perceived as emotionally charged, 

to collective action to take place. The paper will combine discourse reconstruction and social 

movement framing theory to provide explanation of unprecedented collective action, which resulted 

in series of anti-Roma marches in Czech during years of 2011 to 2013.  

Extended Abstract 
Aim of the proposed paper is to investigate how an emotionally laden discursive image of Roma 

minority may contribute to rise of ad-hoc grass-root social movement against Romani. This research 

question addresses the phenomenon of anti-Roma marches in Czech Republic from 2011 to 2013, 

which marked a completely new level of ethnically motivated social action in Czech Republic. Aim of 

these marches was to retaliate for assumed unjust deeds which should had been inflicted by Roma 

minority on members of non-Roma majority. I will argue that anti-Roma social movement was made 

possible by antiziganist discourse, which establishes emotionally laden distinction of two antagonistic 

social groups.  

Theoretically I approach the problem from two directions. Firstly, I am interested in antiziganist 

discourse and its content. Departing from Fairclough’s notion of three dimensional discourse, I aim to 

reconstruct discursive text of antiziganism and describe how groups of “decent” majority and „inferior“ 

Roma minority are created, what qualities are associated with them and what relationship among 

them is assumed. In other words, I will reconstruct the image of in-group and out-group and their 

relationship as it is represented by antiziganist discourse. Emotional content of antiziganist discourse 

is of special theoretical importance for it allows me to gain insight in the inter-group antagonism. Social 

movement theory is my second theoretical tool which allows me to focus on the process of social 

action and anti-Roma marches. Using framing theory and its elaboration by Gamson into collective 

action frames of injustice, agency and identity, I will demonstrate how a discursive content can be 

translated into collective action. According to Gamson, injustice frame allows actors to construct a 

sense of moral indignation which can trigger collective action. An identity frame then serves to provide 

actors with distinction between “us” and “them”, or, in other words, provides an enemy. The 

emotional content of antiziganist discourse is essential for injustice frame, which motivates actors for 

action by strong feeling of righteous anger. 

Empirical part of the proposed paper will reconstruct antiziganist discourse using analysis of text 

documents. When anti-Roma marches were happening their participants would gather support for a 

march using different communication channels. In some cases there would be a Facebook event for a 

march, where would march supporters share information, but mostly they would share their 

indignation, feelings, opinions and worldview in general. These online Facebook events were publicly 
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available with no need for request approval or other form of gaining admittance. Two of these events, 

which were populated with frequent and extensive discussions, I would download and save as a text 

to be analysed. These publicly available discussions capture how march supporters see themselves and 

their out-group, Roma minority. Data are unobtrusively created by march supporters own will and are 

directly related for upcoming collective action. It is not possible to capture emotions of march 

supporters directly, but emotional content may be deduced from verbal content which frequently 

contains explicit emotional expressions. 

The chosen approach to data selection and analysis brings both drawbacks and benefits. The most 

promising alternative for anti-Roma marches would be a participant observation of the events and 

interviews with persons who attended or supported a march. Such interview, as I had a chance to 

learn, brings a deeper insight into motivation and beliefs of march supporters and allows researcher 

to explore reasoning behind anti-Roma attitude. Unfortunately, I missed an opportunity to gather 

enough of interviews in a given timeframe when marches were happening. On the other hand, the 

analysis of existing documents, has three major benefits. Firstly, the existing Facebook events cover 

several marches, from which two are of special significance due to extensive and rich posts and 

discussions attached to them. These two events represent marches in different years and regions 

(Breclav 2012, Duchcov 2013). Secondly, data are of unobtrusive origin, generated by march 

supporters themselves without any incentive related to my research goals. And thirdly, chosen data 

represent statements of at least dozens, perhaps up to several hundred different persons. Such a 

numerous data then make it easier to recognize a pattern from a fluke.  

PhD thesis and its relation to the proposed paper 
The central theme of my PhD thesis revolves around the problem of anti-Roma mobilization and its 

relation to shared meanings and emotions. The shared meaning is roughly equivalent to discursive 

content and both are related to social action, which may take shape of anti-Roma statements, an 

endorsement of anti-Roma march or even a deed of violence against Romani. Added value of my work 

consists of emphasis on role of emotion, which I understand on one hand as a part of discursive content 

which supports the discursive creation of antagonistic relationship between in-group and out-group, 

and as a precondition for either individual deeds of harm or a collective action of thousands on the 

other hand. The PhD thesis combines the qualitative and quantitative research paradigm. Researching 

collective action of anti-Roma marches and modern anti-Roma urban legends using qualitative 

techniques I aim to reconstruct shared meanings framed by antiziganist discourse and capture 

emotional content of intergroup relationship in the discourse. Qualitative part of the thesis shall result 

(and results) in set of propositions, which shall be empirically verified in quantitative part of the thesis 

using secondary data analysis. 

The contribution of this paper is evidently for qualitative part of my thesis. Concretely, this paper will 

lay basis for discursive content reconstruction, describing how are in-group of “decent majority” and 

out-group of “Roma minority” defined, what qualities are attributed to the groups, what is a 

relationship among them and most importantly, what is an emotional content of this relationship. The 

other contribution of this paper is to demonstrate how is this emotional content related to collective 

action. The anger and fear are engraved in intergroup relationship, but more importantly they may 

transform into righteous anger which in turn fuels a collective action. 
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TIME AND POLITICS IN UKRAINE: STANDARDS AND OFFSETS IN THE NAME OF 

UNITY DURING 20TH CENTURY AND NOWADAYS 

Abstract 

The current research deals with the process of time-usage regulation in today’s Ukraine and 

Ukrainian territories in the 20
th

 century. The territory of the country stretches in 3 time zones but as 

93% of it is located in the Eastern European Time Zone the official time in the whole country is 

defined as UTC+2 (and in summer as UTC+3). Regardless of this fact some counties of Ukraine – 

Zakarpattya, Donetsk, Luhansk – use their local time, sometimes it is against the will of the capital. 

During the eventful history of Ukrainian state there were adopted several acts and resolutions 

dealing with time-set. Now and then these decisions were made without any particular reason. Our 

aims are to systematise these documents and find the answer to the question: when and how was the 

“time” used for political positioning? 

Extended Abstract 

The territory of Ukraine stretches in 3 time zones but as 93% of it is located in the Eastern 

European Time Zone the official time in the country is defined as UTC+2 (and in summer as 

UTC+3). Nevertheless in Zakarpattya (the western part of the country) almost the whole Hungarian 

minority and some people of other national minorities, even some Ukrainians use exclusively the 

Central European Time (UTC+1) in their everyday life or along with EET on the official level. Our 

previous researches pointed out there are some factors of national (or local) identity behind this 

double-time usage. However when we tried to sketch the legal background of this problem we 

found out there are several acts and resolutions regarding the official time-set in Ukraine but does 

not exist any systematized description of them. Although this rules changed many times and 

hectically according to changes in the government. Almost in the whole era of Soviet Union on the 

Ukrainian territories it was the UTC+3 the legal time (except the period of 1924-1930). But in the 

period of German occupation, for example, the Central European Time was used on the Ukrainian 

territories. 

Our current work tries to collect all the acts and regulations related to the official time-usage in 

Ukraine (and Ukrainian territories) released from 1918 and systematise them. The second aim is to 



find any hint in these documents regarding the idea that the modifications and implementation of 

time-usage on the territory of Ukraine have been accepted not merely for administrative reasons. 

We are assuming there were some other political – for distancing or approaching – motives to 

execute these changes. There are even more convincing examples for that in contemporary history: 

Crimea Peninsula, the Donetsk People’s Republic and Luhansk People’s Republic. One of the first 

measures after their proclamation was to set the Moscow time (UTC+3) as official time in their 

zones. In Zakarpattya County the “question of time” is also actual till now: not so long ago the 

usage of CET was acknowledged a few times by Kiev as a commitment for separation. We would 

like to make a brief review of these cases as well. We are attempting to find an answer to the 

question: how many times and under which circumstances was the “time” a tool of political game 

and positioning in Ukraine’s modern history? 

To carry out the research related to aforementioned issue we use mostly the historical method as we 

have to collect and analyse the first sources. Additionally we try to find some interviews, newspaper 

articles which deal with opinion of civil people those times. To realize this step we have to use 

documentary method. As the texts of the acts and regulations are not so long we do not need any 

software for text analysis. We would like to do also a comparison of these different political-

historical periods from view of time-regulation. 

In my PhD thesis-research I am focusing on Zakarpattya County’s people who use the CET or the 

CET and EET in their everyday life. I would like to point out the motives behind their time-

preferences: are they caused by intense national (or local) identity, by community or by 

administrative-geographical or possibly biological factors of life? We realize this current research 

may not be the most original and intriguing part of the PhD thesis but it is a quite necessary task to 

do for having a brief historical and legal background for the main paragraphs. 
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Abstract 
The goal of this work is to explore how discontinuity, respectively continuity, is represented 

in prozaic texts referring to two legal Czechoslovak regimes which are historically separated 

by sequence of events generally known as The Velvet Revolution. Prosaic text communicates 

particular historical experience using certain form of phenomenological reduction with which 

the author plays down phenomena considered as irrelevant and emphasizes phenomena 

considered as the most essential. The prism of literary field allows us to see how a literary 

work reflects socio-historical phenomena in broader context – in which way the dis/continuity 

discourse circulates  between cultural artifacts and social sphere. By appropriate employing 

of discursive analysis I will be able to trace out deep cultural meanings hidden within the 

literary pieces of Czech postcommunist production and investigate Czech postcommunist 

transition from the sphere of deeper cultural structures. 

Extended abstract 

Brief outline 

The term discontinuity I understand as a disruption in perception of a flow of history, and the 

related change of classification frameworks between the two eras which were separated in 

this way. Between the two eras, things and events are being articulated in different ways. Two 

opposite forms of such a construction might be captured by two ideal types. First one is the 

evolutionist model, by which a transition between two eras is articulated as a “progressive” 

separation of “lower” and unwanted developmental stage of society; in postcommunist 

regime it is typically the case of a detachment from its communist past (Buden 2013). What is 

characteristic for this model is a general demonization of the past. On the other side, then, 
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there is a complex model based on a pressumption that the new political reality was slowly 

“composed by countless of hardly visible social motions which created a meaningful text” 

(Možný 1991: 8).  

In the spirit of Geertzian tradition of studying the culture, I will focus on the way the 

multilayered meaning hierarchy is produced, reproduced and interpreted with respect to the 

specificity of every single social act. Similarly to journalistic text or scientific paper, the prozaic 

text provides us certain evidence about the world we live in. In contrast to these two styles, 

though, the prose is subjected to the rules of artistic – or literary – field which bears certain 

qualities regarding the communicated information (Bourdieu 1996). The prism of literary field 

allows us also  to see how a literary work reflects socio-historical phenomena in broader 

context (Alan, Petrusek 1996) – in which way the dis/continuity discourse circulates  between 

cultural artifacts and social sphere. 

Research questions 

1) In which way is a historical experience represented within particular prozaic texts. 

2) How is this presentation related to the phenomenon of discontinuity of the year 

1989 in Czechoslovakia. How this presentation constructs dis/continuity and which 

means of (artistic) expression does it embrace for this purpose. 

3) How can the study of dis/continuity of year 1989 contribute to the explanation of 

general mechanism of how social phenomena are represented by literary works 

and what literary works can tell us interesting and new about social phenomena 

Data source 

My interest aims to the literary works which resonate in the society. For this purpose I 

will choose my data sample according to the following criteria: 

1. Institutionalized and publicly well-recognized literary competitions (Magnesia 

Litera, Kniha roku Lidových novin, etc.), 

2. sales statistics 

3. the way how particular literary pieces resonate in the public debate (see more 

in the following paragraph). 

To be able to investigate the mechanism of mutual influencing between literature and social 

sphere, I will focus on the public debate concerning literary field. I will be exploring literary 

reviews, articles, online blogs, interviews and discussions. 



Theory and methodology 

I will embrace the method of discoursive analysis. Michel Foucault (1973) with his conception 

of archaeology of knowledge develops an idea that we are able to reconstruct epistémé2 of a 

certain historical epoch by the analysis of cultural codes. By the means of discoursive analysis 

of changes between discourses of different epochs I would then be able to investigate 

temporal development of historical representations. Another perspective is offered by 

historian Reinhart Koselleck (2004) and his conception of Begriffsgeschichte, the “conceptual 

history”. Conceptual history follows how shifts of meaning of certain key terms are projected 

into historical development of cultural values and practices. As a third pillar of my theoretical 

approach I have chosen the work of historian Hayden White (1975). In his conception of 

metahistory, White talks about relation and similarities between scientific text written by a 

historian and a text of literary fiction. For to be able to deal with the issue of contextualization 

of dis/continuity within the conditions of so-called “postsocialist” or “postcommunist” society 

of Czech republic, I will also include various texts tackling the topic from the Czech perspective 

(Možný 1991; Pullman 2011; Švéda 2012; Holý 2010; Holubec 2015). 

 

In regard to the dissertation thesis, this article serves as a pilot study exploring the 

possibilities of social-scientific research of fiction and the eventual benefits which literary text 

might bring for the social knowledge. I will focus on the theoretical ground. For the sake of 

fruitful theoretical discussion, I will try to answer my research questions only within the 

limited scale of research data.  
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Abstract 

The presented article deals with proceses of securitisation of migration in the Czech Republic. 

These processes have been on the political and media level a rather new issue in the country, 

yet on level of ’latent’ securitisation routines a two decades old phenomenon. The analysis 

particularly focuses on tracking back the interplay between ’latent’ securitisation of 

bureaucratic practices and ’open’ securitisation in which politics and media are involved. 

Methodologically, combination of practice tracing and critical discourse analysis is used. 

These methodologies are supposed to point out to particular nodal points of securitisation 

practices securitisation as well as to more general securitisation patterns. 

 

Extended abstract 

Since 2014, a relatively new phenomenon can be observed in the Czech Republic in the form 

of increasing involvement of the politicians and media with migration-related issues. These 

are labelled as a security problem, accepted as such by a wider mass audience (cf. Salter 

2008) and dealt with exceptional measures subsequently. Besides that, routinized practices of 

bureaucrats and security professionals connecting migration and security issues can be traced 

back to the changes in Czech (i)mmigration policies in the late 1990s. In other words, 

processes of securitization of migration as seen from two perspectives, the so called 
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Copenhagen School (e.g. Buzan et al. 1998) and the Paris School (e.g. Bigo 2002, 2008; 

Huysmans 2002, 2011) can be observed in the Czech case. 

Theoretically, the article is based on the recent discussions and reshapings of the Copenhagen 

School’s concept of securitisation related to the contextual embedding  of securitisation 

processes (e.g. Balzacq 2005, 2011; McDonald 2008; Stritzel 2007, 2011, 2012), particular 

role of social structures, technologies, (audio) visual communication, communicative social 

and institutional processes (e.g. Hansen 2006, 2011; Heck and Schlag 2012; Risse 2002; 

Stritzel 2012; Stritzel and Schmittchen 2011; Vuori 2010; Williams 2003, 2007, 2011), 

broadened spectrum of securitising actors and their practices (e.g. Bigo 2002; Hansen 2000, 

2006, 2010; Huysmans 2000, 2002, 2006, 2011; McDonald 2008; Neal 2009), widened 

notion of audience (Léonard and Kaunert 2011; Salter 2008), understanding of socio-cultural 

factors as related to power-identity nexus (cf. Barnett and Duvall 2005; Bourbeau 2013, 

2014; van Dijk 2008, 2009; Guzzini 2000, 2005; Price and Reus-Smitt 1998;  Williams 

2007). Particularly, the article develops the claim on compatibility with a securitisation ’logic 

of unease’ proposed by the so called Paris School and the (reshaped) Copenhagen School 

’logic of exception’ (Bourbeau 2013, 2014). This article aims to present a research on the 

interplay between these two logics, that are suggested to be found in securitisation processes 

in the Czech Republic, which suggested to present one of the clearest examples of 

securitisation in the contemporary Europe with regard to a discrepancy between the presented 

threat posed by securitisation and the reality of a relatively low number of immigrants. It is 

claimed, that the bureaucratic practices in this case reflect as well as prepare background for 

political and media securitisation practices. In turn, political and media securitisation 

involvement is seen as justifying and enabling further bureaucratic securitisation practices.  

The main methodology is interpretivist version of process tracing (cf. Guzzini 2013, 2013a, 

2013b) or more particularly practice tracing that is suggested to build on locally established 

social causality but with an eye to producing analytically general insights, thus combining 

inductive (and interpretive) sensibility with a commitment to analytical generality (cf. Pouliot 

2015, 237, 239). This methodology will be combined with critical discourse analysis that is 
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suggested to anchor text and power relations involved in the securitisation processes into a 

broader socio-cultural context (cf. Fairclough 1989, 1992). 

The presented article aims to make four main contributions. First, with the case of the Czech 

Republic, it aims to add further empirical evidence that should help to fill in the gap in deeper 

research on securitization of migration in the Central-East Europe; this is in focus of the 

author’s dissertation research (see below). Second, it aims to add further evidence to the 

working of the two securitisation logics. Third, the contribution of the article may be seen in 

theoretically developing the idea of securitisation prctoces working as a set of causal 

mechanisms that is seen a relatively new ’third way’ approach to securitisation, proposed 

originally by Guzzini (2011, 2012, 2015; cf. Pouliot 2015). At last, but not at least, it suggests 

a particular reshaped theoretical design of the Copenhagen School securitisation theory 

compatible with the logic of unease as well as with the idea of abstracting securitisation to a 

set of causal mechanisms. 

 

On my PhD. Thesis 

My PhD. thesis, entitled currently Securitisation of migration in the Central-East Europe, 

aims at providing a comparative perspective of processes of securitisation of migration in the 

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, Austria and Poland in the years 2014-2016. It is build 

on a theoretical perspective, that connects the modified formulation of securitisation 

Copenhagen School with its notion by the Paris School and with a normative imperativ, that 

is located in both these schools as well as in the ’Critical’ Aberswyth School. In the proposed 

research, I suggest to abstract securitisation processes into (social) mechanisms, that are to be 

interpreted with regard to various possible contexts and/or causes and effects. The research 

design is consisting of multiple methods overarched by practice tracing, an interpretivist 

version of process tracing. I suggest, that the proposed researched should help to contribute 

theoretically to the debates on working of securitisation processes as well as empirically to 

the securitisation studies on the CEE area. 
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The presented article represents one of five basic case studies used in the PhD. research. The 

article will not use the whole methodological framework, as it is a pilot study and no field 

research has been done yet. The article should help me rather to develop the idea of two 

logics interplay and to track back basic practices, that are later to be observed also in other 

case studies, that are planned for the PhD. thesis, which I currently discuss during my study 

stay ad DIIS in Copenhagen. 
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